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Abstract. This paper presents a novel shape analysis algorithm with local rea-
soning that is designed to analyze heap structures with structural invariants, such
as doubly-linked lists. The algorithm abstracts and analyzes one single heap cell
at a time. In order to maintain the structural invariants, the analysis uses a local
heap abstraction that models the sub-heap consisting of one cell and its immedi-
ate neighbors. The proposed algorithm can successfully analyze standard doubly-
linked list manipulations.

1 Introduction

Shape analyses are aimed at extracting heap invariants that describe the “shape” of
recursive data structures [1]. For instance, heap reference count invariants allow a pro-
gram analyzer to distinguish acyclic and unshared data structures, such as acyclic lists or
trees, from structures with sharing or cycles. Shape information has many potential ap-
plications such as: verification of heap manipulations [2]; automatic parallelization [3];
static detection of memory leaks and other heap errors [4]; and compile-time memory
management [5]. Statically computing reference count invariants is challenging because
destructive heap mutations temporarily break these invariants. A shape analysis must
determine that the invariants are restored as the destructive operations finish.

In recent work, we have developed a novel shape analysis framework that uses lo-
cal reasoning about single heap cells [4]. In this framework, the analysis uses a local
abstraction to describe the state of a single heap cell. Using the local abstraction, the
analysis tracks the state of the single cell through the program, from the point where
the cell is allocated, and up to the point where it becomes unreachable. The single
cell is referred to as the tracked cell. As shown in [4], this approach makes it possible
to build efficient intra-procedural and inter-procedural analysis algorithms. However, a
shortcoming of the current formulation is that it cannot accurately compute shape infor-
mation for an important class of heap structures – data structures with local structural
invariants, such as doubly-linked lists or trees with parent pointers.

In this paper we present a shape analysis with local reasoning about single heap cells
that is capable of identifying and maintaining information about structural invariants.
We propose a new local abstraction capable of expressing such invariants. Then, we
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develop an analysis algorithm that computes shape information using this abstraction.
The local abstraction for a heap cell describes the local heap around the cell, consisting
of the cell itself and its immediate neighboring cells. Points-to relations between the
cell and its neighbors allow the analysis to express local structural invariants. The paper
shows that maintaining structural invariants for the tracked cell requires knowledge
about its neighbors’ reference counts.

When a distant cell gets closer to the tracked cell and becomes one of its neighbors
(for instance, when removing the element next to the tracked cell), a local analysis has
no knowledge about the reference counts of the new neighbor. To address this issue,
we propose anassume-and-checkapproach: when the analysis of a single cell reaches
an assumption point in the program, it assumes facts about the neighbors’ reference
counts; at the same time, the analysis checks the reference counts of all tracked cells at
that point, to ensure that the assumptions were correct.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the background. Sec-
tion 3 shows an example and discusses the issues that the analysis must overcome. Next,
Section 4 presents the local abstraction and Section 5 shows the analysis algorithm. Fi-
nally, related work is discussed in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7.

2 Background: Local Analysis of Single Heap Cells

This section discusses the key concepts behind heap analysis with local reasoning about
single heap cells. The main idea is that the analysis uses a local abstraction to model
one single heap cell at a time. Hence, the analysis has only local information about the
one cell, but knows nothing about the rest of the heap. In contrast, traditional shape
analyses that use shape graphs [6] or 3-valued logic [7] have a global view of the heap.
Recent work has explored formulations using procedure-local sub-heaps [8], or using
separation logic [9, 10]. Although these approaches restrict themselves to sub-heaps,
their abstractions still describe entire structures (e.g., entire lists), not single cells.

Roughly speaking, an analysis that reasons about single cells is concerned with
questions of the form “if propertyX holds foroneheap cell before an operation, does
X hold for that cell afterwards?”. In contrast, global analyses answer questions of the
form “if property X holds forall the cells before an operation, doesX hold for all
cells afterwards?”. A local analysis is more efficient due to the finer granularity of the
abstraction. However, it is more restricted because less information is available when
analyzing a single cell.

The local abstraction of a heap cell is referred to as aconfiguration. The cell de-
scribed by the configuration is referred to asthe tracked cell. Each configuration con-
tains reference counts for the tracked cell, plus additional information for accurately
maintaining these reference counts. Reference counts are expressed relative to aregion
partitioning of the program’s memory (both stack and heap) into a finite set of disjoint
regions, so that each configuration keeps track of one reference count per region. To
ensure a finite abstraction, reference counts are bound to a fixed valuek per region (and
a top value is used for larger counts). Usually,k = 2 suffices. In this paper, we assume
a type-safe Java-like language, where a simple region partitioning can be constructed
by using one region per variable and one region per heap field. In the rest of the paper,



class DLList {
DLList n, p;
int data;

DLList(int d) {
data = d;

}
}

void insert(DLList x, int d) {
DLList t;
t = x.p;
y = new DLList(d);
y.n = x;
y.p = t;
t.n = y;
x.p = y;

}

Fig. 1.Doubly-linked list insertion

we refer to regions using their variable or field names. The entire heap abstraction at a
program point is the finite set of possible configurations at that point. However, configu-
rations are independent, so they can be analyzed separately. The analysis uses efficient,
fine-grained worklist algorithms to process individual configurations, not entire heap
abstractions (in a fashion similar to attribute-independent analyses).

For a given program, the analysis generates a configuration after each allocation
site, to model arepresentative cellcreated at that site. Then, the analysis tracks this
configuration through the program using a dataflow analysis.

In our previous work [4, 5], each local abstraction is a triple(r, h,m), wherer
indicates the reference counts per region,h is a set of expressions that reference the
tracked cell (orhit expressions); andm is a set of expressions that do not reference the
cell (missexpressions). Theh andm sets need not be complete; the richer these sets
are, the more precise the analysis is. In general, redundant information is avoided, i.e.,
h andm exclude expressionse for which r already indicates whethere hits or misses.

For example, consider an acyclic singly-linked list, where next fields are namedn.
Assume that the first two list elements are pointed by variablesx andy, respectively.
This heap can be described using three local abstractions:(x1, ∅, ∅) describes the first
list element;(y1n1, {x.n}, ∅) describes the second list element; and(n1, ∅, {x.n})
describes one list element other than the first two, that is, it describes a representative
among the cells in the tail of the list. Here, reference counts are described using su-
perscripts, and missing regions have zero reference counts by default. The analysis can
analyze each of these pieces separately, reasoning locally about each of them.

However, the triples (r, h, m) cannot express local structural invariants, such as
doubly-linked list invariants. In this paper we propose a new local abstraction for de-
scribing and maintaining structural invariants.

3 Example

Consider the program in Figure 1. The program is written using a Java-like syntax and is
used as a running example. The program inserts a new elementy in a doubly-linked list,
right before elementx. Each list element has a fieldn that points to the next element,
and a fieldp that points to the previous element. A correct manipulation of the list must
maintain the doubly-linked list (DLL) invariant:

∀h . (h.p 6= null ⇒ h.p.n = h) ∧ (h.n 6= null ⇒ h.n.p = h)
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a) Beforeinsert(x) b) After insert(x)

Fig. 2. Counterexample: the propertyrc for the shaded cell holds beforeinsert(x) , but not
after. The shaded box denotes the tracked cell. Solid lines are next linksn, and dashed lines are
previous linksp.

3.1 Reference Counts and DLL Invariants

First, we show that maintaining precise heap reference counts requires knowledge about
the DLL invariant. Consider the following two properties for a heap cellh in a doubly-
linked list:

– rc(h) is true if it has reference counts of at most 1 from each of the fieldsn andp;
– dll(h) indicates that the DLL invariant holds forh.

We ask the following question: given a cellh such thatrc(h) holds, butdll(h) might
not hold before insert, doesrc(h) hold after the insertion? The answer is negative:

rc(h) 6⇒ rc′(h)

whererc(h) andrc′(h) refer to the reference count property before and after insert.
This is shown by the counterexample in Figure 2. A concrete heap beforeinsert(x)
is shown on the left of the figure, and the resulting heap after the insertion is shown on
the right. The cell in questionh (i.e., the tracked cell) is shown using the shaded box.
Next links are shown using solid lines, and previous links are shown using dashed lines.
The propertyrc(h) holds before insert, but not after, because the cell pointed to byx
has two references fromn fields in the result heap.

Hence, the analysis must have knowledge about the DLL invariant in order to pre-
serve accurate reference counts during destructive doubly-linked list operations. This is
the case both for local and global analyses.

3.2 Maintaining the DLL Invariant Using Local Reasoning

Next we want to determine the amount of local information needed so that a local
analysis can conclude that the DLL invariant is restored. We ask the following question:
if one cellh is such that bothrc(h) anddll(h) hold before insert, is it the case thatdll(h)
also holds after insert? Note that nothing is known about therc anddll properties of
elements other thanh. The answer to this question is again negative:

rc(h) ∧ dll(h) 6⇒ dll′(h)
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a) Beforeinsert(x) b) After insert(x)

Fig. 3.Counterexample: a) beforeinsert(x) , both therc anddll properties hold for the shaded
cell; b) after insertion, propertydll doesn’t hold for the shaded cell.

This is shown by the counterexample in Figure 3. The cell in questionh is the shaded
cell. In the heap before insert bothrc(h) anddll(h) hold. However, the neighboring
cell to the left ofh is malformed because it is referenced by twop fields, one from the
tracked cell and one fromx. Inserting a new element beforex “steals” a reference from
h and breaks its DLL property: after insertion,h.p.n 6= h.

Still, it is possible to determine that insert maintains the DLL invariant using lo-
cal reasoning. The required piece of information is that the neighborsh.n andh.p of
the tracked cellh also satisfy the reference count propertyrc before insertion1. The
analysis can then prove that if the tracked cell satisfiesrc anddll before insert, and its
neighbors satisfyrc, thenrc anddll hold for the tracked cell after insert:

rc(h) ∧ dll(h) ∧ rc(h.p) ∧ rc(h.n) ⇒ rc′(h) ∧ dll′(h)

The goal of our analysis is to build an appropriate local abstraction and prove this
property using that abstraction.

4 The Local Abstraction

Based on the above observations, the local heap abstraction must capture: a) local struc-
tural invariants, such as thedll property, and b) reference counts for both the tracked
cell and its neighbors. We build such an abstraction as follows. The configuration for the
tracked cell models the local heap consisting of that cell and its immediate neighbors,
i.e., those heap cells that are pointed by, or point to the tracked cell. The configuration
records the following information:

– Points-to relations between the tracked cell and its neighbors;
– Precise reference counts for the tracked cell, from each variable and each field; and
– Partial reference counts for the neighbors, from some variables and fields.

Graphically, a configuration can be thought as being a “circle” whose center is the
tracked cell, and whose heap neighbors at distance 1 lay on this circle.

1 A slightly weaker condition is actually sufficient: thath.n has only onen reference, andh.p
has only onep reference, each of them fromh.
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Fig. 4.Example local abstraction.

For instance, the local abstraction shown in Figure 4 arises during the analysis of
insert . The tracked cell is the shaded node in the center. The points-to relations be-
tween the center node and its neighbors allow the analysis to express the local structural
invariants. The reference counts from variables (x, y, or t) and fields (n or p) are shown
using superscripts, for each node. The reference counts from variables can only be 0 or
1. For the tracked cell, the reference counts not shown (fromx andy) are zero, by de-
fault. For the neighboring cells, the missing reference counts are unknown by default.
Hence, reference counts are fully known for the tracked cell, but partially known for
the neighbors. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to each local abstraction using the
reference counts of the tracked cell. For instance, the above abstraction isn1p2t1.

Note that the local abstraction does not contain summary nodes. In particular, noth-
ing is known about the heap beyond the circle. This is the key aspect that distinguishes
it from traditional global abstractions such as shape graphs.

4.1 Analysis of the Example

Figure 5 shows the analysis result forinsert using this local abstraction. The possible
local abstractions are shown at each point. In each abstraction, the tracked cell is shown
as the shaded node. For simplicity, we consider only two input configurations at the
entry of the function,n1p1 and n1p1x1. The former describes a list cell that is not
referenced byx; the latter is the cell thatx references. Both cases assume that the cell
in question is in the middle of the list. Four other configurations describe cases where
the tracked cell is the first or the last element:n1, n1x1, p1, andp1x1. The analysis of
those cases are similar and we omit them.

Consider the initial abstractionn1p1 and the first assignmentt = x.p . The analy-
sis tries to determine whetherx.p is the tracked cell. Since there is not enough informa-
tion to figure this out, the analysis bifurcates into two possible cases. These correspond
to the first two columns in the figure. In the first case,x.p is not the tracked cell, so
t will not reference the cell after the assignment. The resulting abstraction isn1p1. In
the second case,x.p is the tracked cell, sot will reference it after the assignment. The
resulting abstraction isn1p1t1.

The analysis oft = x.p also infers thatx does not reference the right neighbor
in the first case (otherwise,x.p references the tracked cell); and thatx references the
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Fig. 5.Analysis of the example program.



right neighbor in the second case (because the only other cell that has ap field pointing
to the tracked cell is the right neighbor). This information aboutx is needed later, when
analyzing the assignmentx.p = y .

Furthermore, in both cases the analysis oft = x.p infers thatt doesn’t reference
the left neighbor, as shown by the reference countt0. This is because the left neighbor
has exactly onep reference, from the tracked cell. Ift would point to the left neighbor,
then x would reference the tracked cell, which is known to be false. Hence, thep1

knowledge for the left neighbor allows the analysis to infer thatt doesn’t reference that
neighbor. As a result, situations such as the one in Figure 3 are not possible.

The analysis of the other statements and local abstractions is similar. The configu-
rations at the end of the function indicate that therc anddll properties hold for all heap
cells at that point.

Abstraction Model The local abstraction is modeled as a star graphS:

S = (V, vo, vnull, O, I, || · ||) where,

vo, vnull ∈ V O ⊆ Field×V I ⊆ V ×Field || · || : V → (Field∪Var) → N>

The setV contains all nodes in the graph, wherevo ∈ V is a distinguished center
node representing the tracked cell. The nodevnull ∈ V is a special node to represent
null values. The setO contains outgoing edges fromvo. A pair (f, v) ∈ O denotes the
edgevo →f v. The special edgevo →f vnull indicates that the fieldf of the tracked
cell is null. Similarly, an incoming edgev →f vo is denoted by a pair(v, f) ∈ I. The
cardinality function|| · || models the reference counts for each node inV . The setN>
extends natural numbers with a special top value>, such that> + 1 = > − 1 = >.
The heap reference count from a fieldf is denoted||v||f . The reference counts from a
variablex is denoted as||v||x. If this value is not>, it can only be 1 or 0, indicating
whether the cellv is referenced by variablex or not. The special value> represents
unknown information. As mentioned in Section 2, we use an upper boundk (e.g.,k =
2) for the number of reference counts per field. In addition, the analysis uses a top
configurationS> to model cases where the analysis has lost precision about the tracked
cell.

Given a configurationS, the analysis can derive the queries presented Figure 6:

– Alias information. Only nodes with consistent reference counts may be aliased.
– Hit expressions. The functionhit(S, e, v) indicates that expressione references the

cell represented by the nodev. This is defined recursively using the reference counts
and points-to relations.

– Miss expressions. The functionmiss(S, e, v) indicates thate doesn’t reference the
cell represented byv.

We will use these queries to formalize the analysis algorithm in the next Section.
Figure 7 presents several invariants that our analysis maintains at all times:

1. All nodes other thanvnull must be directly connected tovo. Moreover, a nodev
pointing intovo (v →f vo) must also be pointed byvo (vo →g v) or by some
variable (||v||x = 1). This invariant ensures that the number of nodes and edges in
the graph is bounded by the number of variables and fields in the program.



mayAlias(S, vi, vj) ⇔ (vi 6= vo 6= vj ∧
(∀r . ||vi||r = ||vj ||r ∨ ||vi||r = > ∨ ||vj ||r = >))

hit(S, e, v) ⇔

8<:
e = x ∧ ||v||x = 1 or
e = x.f ∧ ||v||f 6= 0 ∧ (∃v′ . hit(S, x, v′) ∧ v′ →f v)
e = null ∧ v = vnull

contains(S, e) ⇔ (∃v ∈ V . hit(S, e, v))

miss(S, e, v) ⇔

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

e = x ∧ ||v||x = 0 or
e = x.f ∧ ||v||f = 0 or
e = x ∧ (∃v′ . ||v′||x = 1 ∧ ¬mayAlias(S, v, v′)) or
e = x.f ∧ ||v||f = 1 ∧ (∃v′ . v′ →f v ∧ miss(S, x, v′)) or
e = null ∧ v 6= vnull or
e = x.f ∧ hit(S, x, vo) ∧ vo →f vnull ∧ ¬mayAlias(S, v, vnull)

Fig. 6.Queries on configurations

V = {vo, vnull} ∪ range(O) ∪ {v | v ∈ dom(I) ∧ ∃x . ||v||x = 1} (1)
vnull /∈ dom(I) (2)
∀r ∈ Var ∪ Field . ||vo||r 6= > (3)
∀v ∈ V, f ∈ Field . |{v →f v′ | v′ ∈ V }| = 1 (4)
∀v . ||v||f = 1 ⇒ |{v′ | v′ →f v}| ≤ 1 (5)
∀v1, v2, e . hit(S, e, v1) ∧ hit(S, e, v2) ⇒ v1 = v2 (6)

Fig. 7.Consistency invariants maintained by the algorithm.

2. Sincevnull represents null values, it can’t have outgoing edges.
3. All references to the tracked cell are precisely known.
4. A node can have at most one outgoing edge with the same field.
5. If a nodev has a single incoming reference from some fieldf , a configuration can

only have one node to represent this predecessor.
6. Each expression references at most one node.

5 Analysis Algorithm

We now proceed to present the dataflow algorithm that computes a heap abstraction at
each program point. For each configuration that models the state of the tracked cell
before a statement, the analysis computes a set of configurations that describes the
possible states of the cell after the statement.

We assume a simple program representation consisting of a control-flow graph
whose nodes are simple assignment statements. Assignments and expressions have the



focusH(S, x.f) = (V ′, v′o, v
′
null, O

′, I ′′, || · ||′) where,

S′ =

8>><>>:
unify(addNode(S, vx, x, 1), vx, v) ¬contains(S, x) ∧ ||vo||f = 1 ∧ v →f vo

addNode(S, vx, x, 1) ¬contains(S, x) vx fresh
unify(S, vx, v) ||vo||f = 1 ∧ v →f vo

S otherwise
I ′′ = I ′ ∪ {vx →f vo}

focusM(S, x.f) = (V ′, v′o, v
′
null, O

′, I ′′, || · ||′) where,

S′ =

8<:
unify(addNode(S, v′, x, 0), v′, v) ||vo||f = 1 ∧ v →f vo v′ fresh
addNode(S, v′, x, 0) ||vo||f = 1 v′ fresh
S> otherwise

I ′′ = I ′ ∪ {v′ →f vo}

Fig. 8. Focusing operations. The helper functionsaddNodeandunify are defined in Figure 11.
We useS′ as a shorthand notation for(V ′, v′o, v

′
null, O

′, I ′, || · ||′).

following form:

Statements s ::= x = new | x = null | x = y | x = y.f | x.f = y | x.f = null
Expressions e ::= null | x | x.f

wherex ∈ Var ranges over variables, andf ∈ Field ranges over fields.

Initialization As discussed in Section 2, for each allocation sitex = new, the analysis
builds a configurationS = ({vo, vnull}, vo, vnull, ∅, {vo →f vnull | f ∈ Field}, || · ||) at
the program point after the allocation, where||vo||x = 1 and||vo||r = 0 for anyr 6= x.
The configuration describes a representative heap cell allocated at this site. Then, the
analysis tracks this configuration through the program.

Alternatively, if a code fragment is to be analyzed separately, the set of all possible
configurations at the beginning of that fragment must be supplied.

Focus operationsGiven an input configuration describing the state of the tracked cell
before an assignment statemente1 = e2, the analysis tries to determine whethere1

ande2 reference the tracked cell. Whenever the analysis cannot determine ifei (i ∈
{1, 2}) hits or misses the tracked cell (i.e.¬hit(S, ei, vo)∧¬miss(S, ei, vo)), the analysis
bifurcates and creates two new configurations that are focused with respect toei.

Figure 8 shows the focusing operations. Since exact reference counts are known for
vo, it is known whether variables hit or missvo. Therefore, the analysis only focuses
expressions of the formx.f . To make an expressionx.f hit vo, the analysis simply
unifies the predecesor ofvo via field f (v) and the node referenced byx (vx). The
operation will also add the nodevx or the incoming fieldf if they didn’t exist before
focusing. A similar algorithm is used to make an expressionx.f missvo. Although,
if ||vo||f ≥ 2, it is not possible to express the fact thatx.f misses the object. If this
situation occurs, the focus operation returns an imprecise configurationS> indicating
that the analysis no longer tracks the state of the tracked cell.



transfer(S, e1 = e2) = clean(V ′, v′o, v
′
null, O

′′, I ′′, || · ||′′) where,

S′ =


addNode(kill(S, e1), v

′, y, 1) e1 = x.f ∧ e2 = y ∧ ¬contains(S, y)
kill(S, e1) otherwise

||v||′′r =

8<:
||v||′r + 1 hit(S, e2, v) ∧ [(e1 = x ∧ r = x) ∨ (e1 = x.f ∧ r = f)], or
||v||′r miss(S, e2, v) ∨ (e1 = x ∧ r 6= x) ∨ (r 6= f ∧ e1 = x.f), or
> otherwise

O′′ = O′ ∪ {vo →f v | e1 = x.f ∧ hit(S′, x, vo) ∧ hit(S′, e2, v)}
I ′′ = I ′ ∪ {v →f vo | e1 = x.f ∧ hit(S′, x, v) ∧ hit(S′, e2, vo)}

Fig. 9. Transfer function. The helper functionsaddNode, kill andcleanare defined in Figure 11.
We useS′ as a shorthand notation for(V ′, v′o, v

′
null, O

′, I ′, || · ||′).

merge(S1, S2) = clean(V ′, v′o, v
′
null, O

′, I ′, || · ||′) where,
V ′ = {vi,j | vi ∈ V 1 ∧ vj ∈ V 2}
v′o = vo,o

v′null = vnull,null

O′ = {v′o →f vi,j | v1
o →1

f vi ∧ v2
o →2

f vj}
I ′ = {vi,j →f v′o | vi →1

f v1
o ∧ vj →2

f v2
o}

||vi,j ||′r = ||vi||1r t ||vj ||2r

Fig. 10.Merge operation. Precondition:||v1
o || = ||v2

o || and(v1
o →1

f v1
o ⇔ v2

o →2
f v2

o).

Transfer function The analysis then applies the transfer function to each focused con-
figuration. Figure 9 presents the transfer function for an assignmente1 = e2. First, the
analysis nullifiese1 using the helper functionkill . For store assignmentsx.f = y, the
analysis also creates the node fory in case it didn’t exist, as this node might become a
neighbor after the store. The reference counts are then updated. The appropriate refer-
ence count of each nodev is increased whene2 hits v, it remains unchanged whene2

misses, and it is set to> when the analysis cannot determine whethere2 hits or misses.
The points-to edges are added in the case of store statements. Finally, thecleanhelper
function removes nodes that are not neighbors of the tracked cell.

Merge operation At join points, the analysis uses the merge operation from Figure 10
to combine configurations from different branches. Two configurations are combined
only if they have identical reference counts and the same set of self-edges on the tracked
cell. The merge operation defines one node for each pair of nodes in the input config-
urations. The reference counts are combined using the join in the flat lattice(N>,v).
Thus, if i 6= j: i t i = i, i t j = >, andi t > = > t i = >. Thecleanoperation
guarantess that the number of nodes and edges in the resulting configuration is bounded
by the number of variables and fields in the program.

Auxiliary functions The auxiliary operations used by the analysis are fairly straight-
forward. They are shown in Figure 11 and are summarized below:



addNode(S, v′, x, i) = (V ∪ {v′}, vo, vnull, O, I, || · ||′) where,

||v||′r =

8<:
i r = x ∧ v = v′

> r 6= x ∧ v = v′

||v||r otherwise

kill(S, e) = (V, vo, vnull, O −K, I −K, || · ||′) where,

||v||′r =

8<:
0 e = r = x
||v||r − 1 e = x.f ∧ r = f ∧ hit(S, e, v)
||v||r otherwise

K = {v →f v′ | e = x.f ∧ ¬miss(S, x, v)}

clean(S) = (V ′, vo, vnull, O, V ′ C I, V ′ C || · ||) where,
V ′ = {vo, vnull} ∪ range(O) ∪ {v | v ∈ dom(I) ∧ ∃x . ||v||x = 1}

whereV ′ C f restricts the domain off to V ′

unify(S, vi, vj) = (V ′, vo, vnull, O
′, I ′, || · ||′) where,

V ′ = V − {vj}
O′ = O − {vo →f vj} ∪ {vo →′

f vi | vo →f vj ∈ O}
I ′ = I − {vj →f vo} ∪ {vi →′

f vo | vj →f vo ∈ I}

||v||′r =


||vi||r u ||vj ||r v = vi

||v||r otherwise

Fig. 11.Helper operations. The functionunifyassumesmayAlias(S, vi, vj) holds, andvj 6= vnull.

– TheaddNodeoperation adds a neighboring node, without connecting it tovo. The
reference count of the added node from variablex is set according toi ∈ {0, 1}.
This function is used both when focusing and when applying the transfer function.

– The kill operation removes an expression, eitherx or x.f , from a configuration.
Reference counts are updated accordingly. The operation supports strong updates
when field expressions are killed.

– Thecleanoperation removes unnecessary nodes from a configuration. This opera-
tion is used by the end of the transfer functions and merge operation.

– Theunify operation combines two nodes that may alias into one single node. This
is done by transferring all information from one node to the other. Moreover, the
result has the most precise reference counts from the input nodes.

5.1 Assume-And-Check Approach

Although the analysis can successfully determine that the reference count propertyrc
and the doubly-linked list invariant are preserved for the tracked cell during destructive
operations, in many cases it cannot determine that the reference count property of the
neighbors is restored. For instance, in theinsert example from Figure 5 the heap
reference counts are not known for the neighboring cell pointed byy, becausey “came
from the outside” to join the local heap. A similar situation occurs when removing an
element from a list: a cell two levels of indirection away from the tracked cell gets



closer and becomes one of its neighbors. As discussed, the neighbor’s reference count
information is, however, needed beforeinsert .

We address this issue using an assume-and-check approach. This approach is based
on definingassumption pointsin the program. We consider that such points are man-
ually marked by the user using a specialassume-and-check instruction. The as-
sumption points are program points where the analysis can safely restore the reference
count information for the neighbors. As implied by the name, the analysis performs two
tasks when it reaches such points:

– Assume:Whenever the analysis of a tracked cell reaches an assumption point, it
assumes that the reference count propertyrc holds for all of its neighbors. More
precisely, all neighbors are assumed to have at most one reference from each field.
This enables the analysis to restore their reference counts: if the current configura-
tion is such that the tracked cell points to neighborv via some fieldf , i.e.,vo →f v,
then the analysis restoresv’s reference count fromf : ||v||f = 1.

– Check: Whenever the analysis of a tracked cell reaches an assumption point, it
checks if the tracked cell itself satisfies the reference count propertyrc, i.e., if it
has at most one reference per field. When the assumption is violated, the analysis
reports an error and all of the analysis results are invalidated. Otherwise, if all
checks succeed, then all assumptions were correct.

Essentially, restoring the reference counts of the neighbors requires knowledge
about all cells. The assume-and-check approach provides a simple mechanism for gath-
ering such global information without breaking the local analysis methodology.

Standard heap operations typically require one single assumption point, after the
operation finishes. In the example from Section 3, an assume-and-check instruction is
added at the end of the function. This suggests that default assumption at such points
could be used to reduce the amount of annotations. In addition, assume-and-check in-
structions can be refined to indicate the specific field for which the reference count must
be assumed and checked.

5.2 Soundness

We have formally proved that the analysis presented in this paper is sound with respect
to the standard semantics of the language. The soundness result is summarized by the
theorem below:

Theorem 1. Given a program point, a concrete heap, and a set of configurations com-
puted by the analysis at that point, each cell in the concrete heap is modeled by at least
one of the configurations at that point.

The reader is referred Appendix A for the concrete semantics of the language, the
abstraction function, and the proof of the above soundness theorem.

5.3 Evaluation

We have developed a prototype implementation of the local analysis presented in this
paper in Java, and used it to analyze the doubly-linked list programs shown in Ta-
ble 1. Our local analysis has successfully verified that all of these programs maintain



Program Local Abs. Global Abs. (TVLA)
Configs. Avg. Nodes Time Avg. Avg. Nodes Time
In Avg. per Config. (sec)Structures per Struct. (sec)

insertBefore 7 6.5 2.2 0.07 2.7 3.9 0.59
appendLast 4 4.5 2.1 0.06 4.6 3.7 0.77
concat 4 4.5 2.3 0.07 4.8 3.7 0.88
copy 4 4.5 2.1 0.09 4.8 3.5 1.24
insertNth 4 6.2 2.3 0.09 7.0 3.2 1.38
removeData3 8.2 2.3 0.13 10.1 3.0 1.86
filter 3 26.3 2.0 0.37 24.7 2.2 4.19

Table 1.Analysis Evaluation

the doubly-linked list shape. All of the experiments were run on a 2GHz Pentium ma-
chine with 1GB of memory, running Linux.

The input to each program is described using at least 3 configurations (one for the
middle, and one for each end of the list). Additional configurations are needed to indi-
cate where the arguments point in the list. Programs that allocate new heap cells also
include one configuration for the allocation site. The number of input configurations is
shown in the first column of the table.

Each program, exceptfilter , has been annotated with one single assume-and-
check instruction, inserted at the end of the program. Thefilter program uses a loop
to remove several elements from the input list. For this program, and additional assume
annotation has been added at the beginning of the loop body. This ensures that therc
property holds on the neighboring cells after every removal from the list. The analysis
successfully verifies the checks at all of the assumption points.

The data in Table 1 shows several statistics about our analysis: the average number
of configurations per program point; the average number of nodes per configuration
(excluding the null node); and the analysis running time. These results show that the
analysis is fast, with an average running time of about 0.1 seconds per program.

To compare our implementation to a global analysis, we have also tested an imple-
mentation in TVLA [11]. We have added an instrumentation predicate to describe the
DLL invariant. However, no global predicates, such as reachability, were included in
this implementation. The right part of Table 1 shows the results obtained with TVLA.
We observe that the number of 3-valued structures per program point is roughly equal to
the number of configurations per program point in our analysis, but the number of nodes
in those structures is larger than the number of nodes per configuration. Furthermore,
the running time of the TVLA implementation is about 10 times slower. We attribute
this in part to the fact that TVLA uses of a global abstraction, and in part to the fact that
the TVLA engine is generic, while ours is specialized.

6 Related Work

The work on shape analysis dates back to Jones and Muchnick [12]. They developed a
dataflow analysis for identifying (the lack of) cyclicity and sharing in heap structures us-



ing k-limited abstract heaps. Since then, many different approaches based on dataflow
analysis and abstract interpretation have been proposed to address this problem [13–
17, 6, 7, 18, 19, 8, 9]. Existing techniques include analyses that use path matrices and or
matrices that describe reachability [14, 15, 17], reference counting analyses [13], anal-
yses that use shape graphs [20, 18, 6], shape analyses and abstractions expressed using
three-valued logic [21, 22, 7, 8]. In addition, heap verification techniques using model-
checking or Hoare logic has also been explored [23–25]. Unlike abstract interpretation,
logic-based tools rely on theorem provers and typically require heavyweight loop anno-
tations. Alternatively, it is possible to synthesize loop invariants via predicate abstrac-
tion [26, 25]. The common aspect of all of the above techniques is that the analyzer or
verifier requires a global view of the entire heap in order to analyze a particular piece
of computation. In contrast, the analysis in this paper and our earlier analysis [4] are
fundamentally different, as the analysis has knowledge about the local properties of
one single heap cell, but is oblivious to the way the rest of the heap is structured. This
fine-grained abstraction leads to efficient algorithms. This is achieved at the expense
of giving up on global properties (such as reachability) that involve reasoning about
unbounded sets of cells.

This paper follows our initial work on shape analysis with tracked heap cells [4].
The contribution of this work is a new local heap abstraction that expresses local struc-
tural invariants, and the development of an analysis that uses this abstraction to maintain
these invariants. This algorithm makes shape analysis with local reasoning about single
cells applicable to an important class of heap structures.

A related direction of research is the recent work on separation logic [27, 28]. This
line of research has explored extensions of Hoare logic for reasoning about mutable
heap structures, by providing features such as the separating conjunction and the frame
rule, that makes it easier to write correctness proof for heap-manipulating programs.
Recently, separation logic has also been applied to the shape analysis problem [10, 9].
Although the state transformers modify local portions of the abstract heap, their abstrac-
tions still describe entire linked structures. For instance, operations such as inserting or
removing elements from a list require knowing that the entire list is well-formed, us-
ing a “listness” predicatels. This predicate behaves similarly to the summary node in
standard shape analyses; it describes a global invariant for the entire list, not a local
property of a single cell.

7 Conclusions

We have presented an abstraction and analysis algorithm that makes it possible to ap-
ply shape analysis with local reasoning to data structures that maintain structural in-
variants, such as doubly-linked lists. The local abstraction of a cell describes the local
heap around that cell, and is therefore able to express local structural invariants. The
algorithm can successfully show that standard operations such as doubly-linked list in-
sertions or removals maintain the doubly-linked list invariant.
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A Soundness

This section presents the formalisms to conclude that our abstract semantics are sound.
First, we present a concrete domain and semantics of our language. Then we present
an abstraction function that relates concrete locations with their abstract counterparts.
Then, we formalize the partial order that allows us to compare different abstract graphs.
Finally, we formulate and prove our soundness theorem.

A.1 Concrete Domain and Semantics

We assume a simple domain based on a variable environment and a heap. All values are
either a location or thenull value.

l ∈ Loc Locations
ϕ ∈ VEnv = Var → Loc ∪ {null} Variable environment
h ∈ Heap = Loc× Field → Loc ∪ {null} Heap
σ ∈ State = VEnv × Heap Concrete state
Given a locationl ∈ Loc, we write l ∈ σ wheneverl ∈ range(ϕ) ∪ dom(h) ∪

range(h). We formalize the concrete semantics using the following denotational rules:

[[x = y]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ[x 7→ ϕ(y)], h)
[[x = y.f ]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ[x 7→ h(ϕ(y), f)], h)
[[x = null]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ[x 7→ null], h)
[[x = new]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ[x 7→ l∗], h[(l∗, f1) 7→ null]...[(l∗, fn) 7→ null])
[[x.f = y]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ, h[(ϕ(x), f) 7→ ϕ(y)])

[[x.f = null]](ϕ, h) = (ϕ, h[(ϕ(x), f) 7→ null])

where the allocation introduces a fresh locationl∗ /∈ σ and initializes all fields of such
location (Field = {f1, ...fn, }).

A.2 Abstraction Function

The abstraction of a locationl under a concrete stateσ is defined by:

ασ(l) = (V, vo, vnull, O, I, || · ||)

where,

V = {l, null} ∪ {l′ | h(l, f) = l′} ∪ {ϕ(x) | h(ϕ(x), f) = l} (1)

vo = l (2)

vnull = null (3)

O = {l →f h(l, f) | f ∈ Field} (4)

I = {l′ →f l | h(l′, f) = l ∧ f ∈ Field} (5)

||v||r =


1 r = x ∧ ϕ(x) = v
0 r = x ∧ ϕ(x) 6= v
i r = f ∧ i = |{l′ | h(l′, f) = v}| ∧ i ≤ k
> otherwise

(6)



The set of nodes inV consist ofnull, l and all neighbors of the locationl that are
either pointed froml or that are pointed by a variable. The locationl is the center of the
graph. Edges and reference counts are defined according to the stateσ. The constant
valuek is used to bound the reference count values in the abstract domain.

The abstraction of an entire heap consists of the union of all the abstract locations:

α(σ) = {ασ(l) | l ∈ Loc ∩ (range(ϕ) ∪ dom(h) ∪ range(h))}

To simplify the presentation of our proofs, the rest of this section will prove facts
about one abstract locationασ(l) at a time.

A.3 Abstraction equality

Two abstract locationsS1 andS2 are said to be equivalentS1 ≡ S2 if there exists an
isomorphism (≈) between them, satisfying the following:

v1
o ≈ v2

o

v1
null ≈ v2

null

v1 ≈ v2 ⇒ ||v1||1r = ||v2||2r
v1 ≈ v2 ∧ v′1 ≈ v′2 ⇒ (v1 →1

f v′1 ⇔ v2 →2
f v′2)

In fact, our heap abstraction only needs to maintain a representative among equiva-
lent abstract locations.

A.4 Partial Order

Let S1 and S2 be two star graphs. The graphS1 is more precise thanS2, denoted
S1 v S2, if eitherS2 = S> or there exists some mappingµ : V2 → V1 that satisfies the
following constraints:

µ(v2
o) = v1

o (7)

µ(v2
null) = v1

null (8)

||µ(v2)||r v ||v2||r (9)

v2 →f v′2 ⇒ µ(v2) →f µ(v′2) (10)

The center and null nodes must match (7, 8), and the most precise graph must in-
clude all reference counts (9) and points-to edges (10) that exist in the less precise
graph. If such mappingµ exists, we call it a witness of the partial order relation.

Claim. v is in fact a partial order.

Proof. We need to show that is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. Reflexivity is
trivially shown by choosing a mappingµ = λv.v. Transitivity is achieved by the com-
position of the witness mappings. This is, supposeS1 v S2 andS2 v S3, let µa be the
witness map ofS1 v S2, andµb the witness map ofS2 v S3, thenµa ◦ µb is a witness
map forS1 v S3.



Finally, antisymmetry is shown with respect to our equivalence relation described
in the previous section. Letµa be the witness ofS1 v S2 and letµb be the witness
of S2 v S1. We claim thatµa ◦ µb is the identity function. This would mean that
µa = µ−1

b , hence the witness mappings represent an isomorphism between the abstract
locations.

We now argue thatµa◦µb is the identity, i.ev = µb(µa(v)). We need to consider the
structural invariants imposed on our star graphs. We know that each abstract location
S has 3 kinds of nodes: nodes explicitly namedvo andvnull, nodes pointed from the
center, and nodes that are both pointing to the center and are hit by some variable. The
first kind of nodes are mapped directly by definition ofµ, and we directly know that
vo = µb(µa(vo)). Consider now the second kind of node, this is a nodev such that
vo →f v. By rule (10) ofS1 v S2 we know thatµa(vo) →f µa(v), and using the same
rule of S2 v S1 we get thatµb(µa(vo)) →f µb(µa(v)). But vo = µb(µa(vo)) and
vo has a single out-edge with fieldf , hencev = µb(µa(v)). Finally, the third kind of
nodes satisfy thatv →f vo and also that there is some variablex, such that||v||x = 1.
If we apply the mappings and consider rule (9) we get that||v||x = ||µb(µa(v))||x. But,
the invariant (6) of our abstraction (see Figure 7) is that only one node is hit by any
expression, hence, only one node satisfies that||v||x = 1. Thus,v = µb(µa(v)).

ut

Claim. The functionmergeis in fact the join operator of this partial order.

Proof. We need to show that anyS1 or S2 is more precise thanmerge(S1, S2). More
over, we need to show thatmerge(S1, S2) is the most precise graph that satisfies this.

We can show thatS1 v merge(S1, S2) by defining a witness mapµ asµ(vi,j) = v1
i

for anyvi,j in V ′. The mapping is similar forS2.
We need to show that for any otherS such thatS1 v S and S2 v S, then

merge(S1, S2) v S. Letµ1 andµ2 be the witness mappings of the partial order relation
S1 v S andS2 v S, respectively. Then we definēµ(v) = vi,j wheneverµ1(v) = v1

i

andµ2(v) = v2
j . This mapping is a witness formerge(S1, S2) v S. Hence we have

shown thatmerge(S1, S2) = S1 t S2.
ut

A.5 Soundness Theorem

Theorem 2. Given a program point, letσ andA denote the concrete and abstract state
computed for that program point by the concrete and abstract semantics, respectively.
All location inσ is modeled by one or more abstract locations inA, this is

∀l ∈ σ . ∃S ∈ A . ασ(l) v S (11)

Proof. The theorem holds trivially for the entry point of the program, this is because
at that pointσ contains no locations. The rest of the proof will consist of showing two
principles. First, we will show that once a locationl∗ is added to a stateσ, an abstract
location modelingl∗ exists in its corresponding abstract stateA. Lemma 1 proves this.
Second, we will show a preservation principle, that is, a location correctly modeled
before a statement must also be modeled correctly after the statement. We will show



this in two separate lemmas, showing that both the transfer functions (Lemma 2) and
the focus operations (Lemma 3) satisfy this preservation property.

Lemma 1. Consider an allocation statementx = new. The freshly introduced location
l∗ is modeled by some abstract locationS introduced by the abstract semantics, i.e.

ασ′(l∗) v S (12)

Proof. The initialization of our algorithm introduces a configuration

S = ({vo, vnull}, vo, vnull, ∅, {vo →f vnull | f ∈ Field}, || · ||)

at the point after the allocation site, where||vo||x = 1 and||vo||r = 0 for anyr 6= x,
and||vnull||r = > for anyr. We now show that it satisfies (12).

The proof is based on a mappingµ̄ defined as follows:̄µ(vo) = l∗ andµ̄(vnull) =
null. Clearly this map satisfies the conditions (7,8) of the partial order relation. The
reference count condition (9) is trivially satisfied forvnull since||vnull||r = >. But it is
also satisfied forvo since||vo||r = ||l∗||r. Finally, the points-to edges condition (10) is
also satisfied since the same edges appear in bothασ′(l∗) andS graphs. In particular,
both have an edgevo →f vnull for every program fieldf .

ut
Now we proceed to prove the preservation property for our transfer function.

Lemma 2. Given a concrete stateσ before a statemente1 = e2 and a concrete state
σ′ after the statement, i.e.

[[e1 = e2]]σ = σ′ (13)

Considerl ∈ σ a heap location andS ∈ A an abstract location, such that

ασ(l) v S (14)

Assuming thatS is focused with respect toe1 and e2, then the star graph after the
statement

S′ = transfer(S, e1 = e2) (15)

must satisfy that,
ασ′(l) v S′ (16)

Proof. WheneverS or S′ areS>, the lemma holds trivially. Hence we’ll focus on the
cases were this is not true.

We will prove this lemma by defining a witness mappingµ̄. The mappinḡµ will
allow us to compareασ′(l) andS′. We construct this mapping directly from the existing
mappingµ used to compareασ(l) and S before the statement. The definition ofµ̄
depends on the statement being analyzed:

µ̄ =
{

V ′ C µ e1 = x ∨ e2 = null
V ′ C (µ[ny → ϕ(y)]) e1 = x.f ∧ e2 = y ∧ ¬contains(S, y) (17)



where the nodeny is the node added by the transfer function to representy. Since the
transfer function uses the clean operation, some nodes may be removed fromS, hence
we update the domain ofµ using the restriction operationV ′ C µ.

From this construction is immediate to see thatµ̄(vo) = l and µ̄(vnull) = null.
Hence we only need to check the other two conditions from the partial order definition.
Hence to prove this lemma we just need to check the other two properties of witness
mappings.

We will use four claims to prove them. First, we will show that query predicates
used by the algorithm are also sound. Then, we will show the partial order, defined by
µ̄, satisfies the reference count property (9). Finally, we will show that the partial order
satisfies the points-to edges constraint (10).

Claim. Let S1 andS2 be two star graphs s.t.S1 v S2, and letµ be a witness mapping
of this relation. Letv ∈ V2 and letv′ andv′′ be two nodes different than the center in
V2, then

¬mayAlias(S, v′, v′′) ⇒ ¬mayAlias(S1, µ(v′), µ(v′′)) (18)

hit(S2, e, v) ⇒ hit(S1, e, µ(v)) (19)

miss(S2, e, v) ⇒ miss(S1, e, µ(v)) (20)

Proof. Consider first the querymayAlias(18). Suppose that¬mayAlias(S2, v
′, v′′) holds.

Then, there exist some referencer such that bothv′ and v′′ have a value different
than> but also that||v′||r 6= ||v′′||r. Since this value is not>, by (9) we get that
||µ(v′)||r = ||v′||r and||µ(v′′)||r = ||v′′||r. Hence¬mayAlias(S1, µ(v′), µ(v′′)) holds.

Now we proceed to show the implication forhit (19). We consider two cases, when
e = x and whene = x.f :

Case(e = x) hit(S2, x, v)
From definition ofhit ⇒ ||v||x = 1
By the partial order (9) and def. ofµ ⇒ ||µ(v)||x = 1
By definition ofhit ⇒ hit(S1, x, µ(v))

Case(e = x.f ) hit(S2, x.f, v)
By def. ofhit we get for somev′ ⇒ v′ →f vo

such that ||v′||x = 1
By definition ofµ we get ⇒ µ(v′) →f µ̄(v)

and also ||µ(v′)||x = 1
By definition ofhit ⇒ hit(S1, x.f, µ(v))

We continue by proving the implication formiss(20). First, we study the case when
e = x. The proof consists of 2 cases based on the two rules in the definition ofmissfor
variables:

Case(explicit miss) ||v||x = 0
By definition ofµ ⇒ ||µ(v)||x = 0
By definition ofmiss ⇒ miss(S1, x, µ(v))



Case(implicit miss) ||v||x = >
and∃v′ s.t.¬mayAlias(S, v, v′) and ||v′||x = 1

Since||vo||r 6= > we get ⇒ v 6= vo

But based on (18) ⇒ ¬mayAlias(ασ(l), µ(v), µ̄(v′))
By def. ofµ we also have ||µ(v′)||x = 1
Together, by def ofmisswe have ⇒ miss(S2, x, µ(v))

Whene = x.f we need to consider 3 cases based on the definition ofmiss. There is
one case for each rule wherex.f misses a nodev:

Case(explicit miss) ||v||f = 0
By partial order (9) and def. ofµ ⇒ ||µ(v)||f = 0
By definition ofmiss ⇒ miss(S2, x.f, µ(v))

Case(x misses unique predecessor) ||v||f = 1
and there is a singlev′ s.t. v′ →f v
and also ||v′||x = 0

By partial order (9) and def. ofµ ⇒ ||µ(v)||f = 1
and also µ(v′) →f µ(v)
and also ||µ(v′)||x = 0

By definition ofmiss ⇒ miss(S2, x.f, µ(v))

Case(x.f is null) ¬mayAlias(S1, v, vnull)
and there is av′ s.t. ||v′||x = 1
and also v′ →f v1

null

By partial order and def. ofµ we get ⇒ ¬mayAlias(S2, µ(v), v2
null)

and also ||µ(v′)||x = 1
and also µ(v′) →f v2

null

By definition ofmisswe get ⇒ miss(S2, x.f, µ(v))

In all cases we shown thatmissis preserved by the partial order.
ut

Claim. For some variablex, field f and nodev in the abstract graphS. Given that
ασ(l) v S, the following always hold,

hit(S, x, v) ⇒ µ(v) = ϕ(x) (21)

miss(S, x, v) ⇒ µ(v) 6= ϕ(x) (22)

hit(S, x.f, v) ⇒ µ(v) = h(ϕ(x), f) (23)

miss(S, x.f, v) ⇒ µ(v) 6= h(ϕ(x), f) (24)

Proof. First we prove (21):
Assume that hit(S, x, v)
By previous claim (19) we know ⇒ hit(ασ(l), x, µ(v))
By definition ofhit ⇒ ||µ(v)||x = 1
By abstraction function (6) we get ⇒ µ(v) = ϕ(x)



The proof for (22) requires us to consider 2 cases:

Assume that miss(S, x, v)
By previous claim (20) we know ⇒ miss(ασ(l), x, µ(v))

Case(explicit miss) ||µ(v)||x = 0
By abstraction function (6) we get ⇒ µ(v) 6= ϕ(x)

Case(implicit miss) ⇒ ¬mayAlias(ασ(l), µ(v), v′)
for somev′ such that ||v′||x = 1

By abstraction function (6) ⇒ ¬mayAlias(ασ(l), µ(v), ϕ(x))
By def. ofmayAlias ⇒ µ(v) 6= ϕ(x)

In all cases we showed ⇒ µ(v) 6= ϕ(x)

We prove now the case whenx.f hits (23):

Assume that hit(S, x.f, v)
By previous claim (19) ⇒ hit(ασ(l), x.f, µ(v))
By definition ofhit we get ⇒ ||µ(v′)||x = 1

and also µ(v′) →f µ̄(v)
By abstraction function (4) ⇒ µ(v) = h(ϕ(x), f)

Finally, we proof the case whenx.f misses (24), we need to consider 3 cases:

Assume that miss(S, x.f, v)
By previous claim (20) ⇒ miss(ασ(l), x.f, µ(v))

Case(explicit miss) ||µ(v)||f = 0
By abstraction (6) ⇒ ∀l′ . h(l′, f) 6= µ(v)
In particular forl′ = ϕ(x) ⇒ µ(v) 6= h(ϕ′(x), f)

Case(x misses unique predecessor) ||µ(v)||f = 1
and also µ(v′) →f µ(v)
and also ||µ(v′)||x = 0

By abstraction function (6) ⇒ µ(v′) 6= ϕ(x)
and also h(µ(v′), f) = µ̄(v)
and also |{l′ | h(l′, f) = µ(v)}| = 1

Which combined means that ⇒ µ(v) 6= h(ϕ′(x), f)

Case(x.f is null) ¬mayAlias(S2, µ(v), v2
null) (25)

and also ||µ(v′)||x = 1
and also µ(v′) →f v2

null

By abstraction function (6) ⇒ µ(v′) = ϕ(x)
and also h(µ(v′), f) = null

By (25) we knowµ(v) 6= null, hence ⇒ µ(v) 6= h(ϕ′(x), f)

In all cases we showed that ⇒ µ(v) 6= h(ϕ′(x), f)



This concludes the proof of the claim.
ut

Claim. After the assignment the reference counts are consistent, as described by the
Equation 9, i.e.||µ̄(v)||′r v ||v||′r.

Proof. We show the property holds for each kind of assignment.

– Assignments of the formx = e2. The transfer function will change||v||′x to be
either1 if e2 hits the nodev, 0 if e2 misses this node, and> if it can’t tell if e2

hits or misses. We only need to consider the cases where||v||′x 6= >, because when
||v||′x = > then the property||µ̄(v)||′x v ||v||′x holds trivially. We now consider the
other two cases:

Case(e2 hits) hit(S, e2, v)
By abstract semantics ⇒ ||v||′x = 1 (26)
Consider a case for each rule inhit

Sub-case(e2 = y) e2 = y
By previous claim (21) and def. of̄µ ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ(y)
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ′(x)

Sub-case(e2 = null) e2 = null
By definition ofµ̄ and abstract function (3) ⇒ µ̄(v) = null
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ′(x)

Sub-case(e2 = y.f ) e2 = y.f
By previous claim (23) ⇒ µ̄(v) = h(ϕ(y), f)
By concrete sem. (13) ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ′(x)

From all sub-cases ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ′(x)
By abstraction function (6) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′x = 1
Combined with (26) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||x v ||v||′x

Case(e2 misses) miss(S, e2, v)
By abstract semantics ⇒ ||v||′x = 0 (27)
Consider a case for each rule inmiss

Sub-case(e2 = y) e2 = y
By previous claim (22) ⇒ µ̄(v) 6= ϕ(y)
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ µ̄(v) 6= ϕ′(x)

Sub-case(e2 = null) e2 = null
and v 6= vnull

By definition ofµ̄ µ̄(v) 6= null
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ ϕ′(x) = null
Hence ⇒ µ̄(v) 6= ϕ′(x)



Sub-case(e2 = y.f ) e2 = y.f
By previous claim (24) we get ⇒ h(ϕ(y), f) 6= µ̄(v)
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ µ̄(v) 6= ϕ′(x)

From all sub-cases we get µ̄(v) 6= ϕ′(x)
By abstraction function (6) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′x = 0
Combined with (27) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||x v ||v||′x

– Assignmentsx.f = y. The transfer function will update the reference count from
field f . As before we ignore the trivial case when||v||′f = >. This automatically
handles the case when the node ofy is not present in the star graphS. It also handles
any case where||v||f = > before the statement.

The reference count of a nodev will increase by one||v||′f = ||v||f +1 if y hits and
x.f does misses the nodev in S. It will decrease by one ifx.f hits andy misses.
And it will stay the same in two situations, wheny andx.f both hit the node, and
x.f andy miss. We need to consider what happens on each of the four situations.

Case(adding a reference) hit(S, y, v) ∧ miss(S, x.f, v)
By abstract semantics ⇒ ||v||′f = ||v||f + 1 (28)
Sincey hits, claim (21) shows µ̄(v) = ϕ(y) (29)
Sincex.f misses, claim (24) shows µ̄(v) 6= h(ϕ(x), f)
Let P = {l′ | h(ϕ(x), f) = µ̄(v)} ⇒ ϕ(x) /∈ P (30)
By abstract function (6) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||f = |P |
By concrete sem. (13) and (29) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f = |P ∪ {ϕ(x)}|
Since (30) showsϕ(x) /∈ P ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f = |P |+ 1
By (14), ||µ̄(v)||f v ||v||f with (28) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f v ||v||′f

Case(removing a reference) miss(S, y, v) ∧ hit(S, x.f, v)
By abstract semantics ⇒ ||v||′f = ||v||f − 1 (31)
Sincey misses, claim (22) shows µ̄(v) 6= ϕ(y) (32)
Sincex.f hits, claim (23) shows µ̄(v) = h(ϕ(x), f)
Let P = {l′ | h(ϕ(x), f) = µ̄(v)} ⇒ ϕ(x) ∈ P (33)
By abstract function (6) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||f = |P |
By concrete sem. (13) and (32) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f = |P − {ϕ(x)}|
Since (33) showsϕ(x) ∈ P ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f = |P | − 1
By (14), ||µ̄(v)||f v ||v||f with (31) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f v ||v||′f



Case(maintaining the reference) hit(S, y, v) ∧ hit(S, x.f, v)
By abstract semantics ⇒ ||v||′f = ||v||f (34)
Sincey hits, claim (21) shows µ̄(v) = ϕ(y) (35)
Sincex.f hits, claim (23) shows µ̄(v) = h(ϕ(x), f)
Let P = {l′ | h(ϕ(x), f) = µ̄(v)},
by abstract function (6) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||f = |P |
By concrete sem. (13) and (35) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f = |P |
By (14), ||µ̄(v)||f v ||v||f with (34) ⇒ ||µ̄(v)||′f v ||v||′f

The fourth case is very similar to this last case, so we omit it. As in this case, the set
P of predecessors of̄µ(v) via field f is not changed by the assignment. The main
difference with this case is thatϕ(x) /∈ P neither before nor after the statement.

– The proof for assignmentsx.f = null is similar tox.f = y.

We have shown that the reference counts is maintained consistent through all possi-
ble assignments.

ut

Claim. After the assignment the points-to edges are also consistent:v →′
f v′ ⇒

µ̄(v) →′
f µ̄(v′).

We consider all possible assignments in the program. Only store assignments can
change the set of edgesI and O, hence all other assignments trivially maintain the
points-to edge consistency property. Hence, we consider assignmentsx.f = y, when
eitherx or y hits the center (so that an edge is reflected either inI or O).

Case(x hits the center) hit(S, x, vo) (36)
and hit(S, y, v) (37)

By abstract semantics, an out edge is added⇒ vo →′
f v

By (36) and claim (21) ⇒ µ̄(vo) = ϕ(x)
By (37) and claim (21) ⇒ µ̄(v) = ϕ(y)
By concrete semantics (13) ⇒ h′(µ̄(vo), f) = µ̄(v)
By abstraction function (4) ⇒ µ̄(vo) →′

f µ̄(v)

Hence we have showed that an out edgevo →′
f v added by the abstract semantics,

is consistently added by the concrete semanticsµ̄(vo) →′
f µ̄(v). The case for in-edges

is similar and we omit it. Also, assignments of the formx.f = null have a similar proof.
ut

Finally, from these last two claims we have shown that (16) holds. Hence we have
shown that the transfer functions are sound.

ut
Now we proceed with our last lemma, to show that our focus operations are sound.

Lemma 3. Let l be a concrete location, andS an abstract location such that

ασ(l) v S (38)



Consider an expressionx.f , such that hit(S, x.f) = miss(S, x.f) = false. And let
Sh = focusH(S, x.f) andSm = focusM(S, x.f). Then, the following holds:

h(ϕ(x), f) = l ⇒ ασ(l) v Sh (39)

h(ϕ(x), f) 6= l ⇒ ασ(l) v Sm (40)

Proof. Consider first the case whenh(ϕ(x), f) = l. If no unification occurs during
focusing, the result is trivially consistent. Letvx be a node inSh such that||vx||x =
1. Consider the case whenvx was already present before focusing, andv andvx are
unified. We want to show that the reference counts and edges involving these nodes are
still consistent. We first show that the witness mappingµ satisfies thatµ(v) = µ(vx).
This is true because unify is only called when||vo||f = 1 andv →f vo:

||vo||f = 1
By definition ofµ andµ(vo) = l ⇒ ||l||f = 1
Sinceh(ϕ(x), f) = l ⇒ {l′ | h(l′, f) = l} = {ϕ(x)} (41)

v →f vo

By definition ofµ ⇒ µ(v) →f vo

By abstract function (5) ⇒ µ(v) ∈ {l′ | h(l′, f) = l}
By (41) the only option is ⇒ µ(v) = ϕ(x)
By definition ofµ and abs function ⇒ µ(v) = µ(vx)

Sinceµ(v) = µ(vx) it follows that the reference counts and edges remain con-
sistent. Consider for example some referencer, such that||v||′r = i 6= > after the
unification. Then, before the unification||v||r = i or ||vx||r = i, or both. Hence, one
of vx or v can be used to show that||µ(v)||r = i. Similarly, an edgev →′

g vo after fo-
cusing could be based on either an existing edgev →g vo, an existing edgevx →g vo,
or the new edge added during focusing (vx →f vo). Since bothv andvx are mapped
to the same node, we know thatµ(v) →g v′ holds in the first two cases, and hence the
edgev →′

g vo is consistently represented in the concrete state. The third case is trivially
handled since the added edge matches our assumption thath(ϕ(x), f) = l. A similar
argument applies for out edgesvo →′

g v.
Whenvx was not present in the star graph, we add it. We define a mappingµ̄ by

adding this node toµ, µ̄ = Vh C µ[vx 7→ ϕ(x)]. Then the proof follows the same
structure as before.

We have shown that (39) holds, we now consider the case whenh(ϕ(x), f) 6= l.
The argument in this case is quite similar to the previous case. In this case the node
v is updated to have||v||x = 0. This is consistent with the concrete state because
ϕ(x) /∈ {l′ | h(l′, f) = l} = {µ(v)}, henceµ(v) 6= ϕ(x).

The special case when the edgev′ →f vo is added is when||vo||f = 1 but no edge
v →f vo exists. In this case we extend the mappingµ to µ̄ = µ[v′ → l′] such that
h(l′, f) = l. This mapping satisfies that̄µ(v′) 6= ϕ(x). It becomes immediate that the
partial order relationασ(l) v Sm holds usinḡµ. Therefore, (40) holds.

In conclusion we have shown that the focusing operations are sound.
ut

Finally, this concludes the proof of our soundness theorem ut


